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House Type 1 Floors Farm, Strathaven, ML10 6TA



A fantastic development opportunity to purchase a stunning, bespoke new build
property within an exclusive gated development set on the periphery of Strathaven
and enjoying wonderful views over the adjacent countryside.

The proposed homes are spacious and would be finished to a particularly high
specification although owners will have freedom to custom design and create a
tailor-made dream home whilst remaining within the planning regulations ensuring the
overall look of the development is in keeping with the luxury neighbouring homes.

There are five house styles at present with plans and layouts over leaf showing
spacious and thoughtfully designed living accommodation that is versatile, bright and
airy whilst offering generous bedroom space and numerous bathrooms. There would
be opportunity to alter the layouts however this would be at purchaser's expense.

Each of these substantial serviced plots are large enough to accommodate homes
in excess of 5000 sq ft and potentially up to 10,000 sq ft whilst offering a plug and play
solution for buyers with onsite Water, Electric, Drainage and BT Data Cables already
individually installed in each plot. There are several purchase options available
whereby buyers can either purchase the plot and build themselves, build on a stage
release payment basis or have the developer build the house for you and purchase
the finished home outright. The plots are great sizes, level and will form part a fabulous
and luxury development once complete.

The plots range in size as below 

Plot Sq m
Plot 1: 1170m2
Plot 2: 1440m2
Plot 3: 1335m2
Plot 4: 1025m2
Plot 5: 1230m2
Plot 6: RESERVED
Plot 7: 1700m2
Plot 8: SOLD
Plot 9: SOLD
Plot 10: RESERVED
Plot 11: RESERVED
Plot 12: SOLD

Strathaven is a village located South of East Kilbride and Hamilton. It is highly regarded
for its school catchment and for those commuting, there are excellent road links to
the surrounding towns and also to the M74 and M8 motorways.

A fantastic development
opportunity to purchase a
large, level and serviced
plot within an exclusive
gated development which
is set on the periphery of
Strathaven and enjoys
wonderful views over the
adjacent countryside.

| House Type 1 Floors Farm, Strathaven, ML10 6TA null Bedrooms  |  null Public Rooms  |  4531.00 sq ft  |  EER =


